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Cover   Series of three time-lapse photographs in which the regions of higher intensity are 
caused by wave breaking; such areas represent elevated morphology such as sand bars. The 
red arrows illustrate the process of net offshore bar migration; a longer-term morphological 
behaviour which has recently been shown to characterise many multi-bar coasts.  The terms 
undulating, transverse and linear refer to different (plan-view) morphological configurations 
which the bar undergoes during its offshore migration.   
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Abstract 
 

This paper investigates morphological configuration (plan-view) change within the 

triple bar system at Wanganui on the southwestern coast of the New Zealand North 

Island. In particular, morphological variation associated with the inter-annual cycle of 

net offshore bar migration (NOM) is identified, and shorter-term configuration change 

(days to months) is also analysed and compared with the predominantly wave-driven 

conceptual beach-state model for multi-bar coasts developed by Short and Aagaard 

(1993). Configurations were derived by applying a mutually exclusive classification 

scheme to a 2 year, image-based, data-set.   

 

A longer-term systematic change in configuration was found to occur as bars migrated 

seaward under the process of NOM.  In particular, subdued bar configurations tended 

to predominate in both the landwardmost and seawardmost locations, while transverse, 

undulating and linear configurations predominate in turn with increasing distance 

offshore.  

 

In the shorter-term, there was some general support for the model of Short and 

Aagaard, such as configurations becoming increasingly linear with increased distance 

seaward.  However, analysis of the inner, mid and outer bars provided varying levels 

of agreement. The outermost bar, with its typically subdued configurations associated 

with NOM related bar degeneration, behaved in a manner which was mainly 

inconsistent with the model.  While configurations and morphological behaviour of 

the middle bar system were largely in agreement with the Short and Aagaard model, 

modification is required to account for the frequently observed non-rhythmic 

morphologies. Inner bar configurations and behavioural characteristics were less 

consistent with the model, with results indicating that both longshore currents and 

tidal change associated with the neap tide/spring tide cycle, influence the 

morphodynamic system. The significance of tidal change comes despite the relative 

tide range at Wanganui being below the generally accepted threshold for tidal 

influence.   

 

Key words:   surf zone, beach-state models, offshore bars, net offshore bar 

migration 
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1. Introduction 
 

Sand-bars are found on many of the worlds sandy coasts and have both scientific and 

social importance.  For example, the outer bar(s) cause large storm waves to break 

offshore, thereby influencing landward surf zone processes, and also reducing wave 

energy that may otherwise be available for shoreline erosion.  

 

 Bar morphologies vary in cross-shore geometry, bar number and morphological 

configuration (plan-view shape) depending on the environmental settings, i.e. the site-

specific energy regime, sediment characteristics and physical boundary conditions 

(e.g. Carter, 1988; Hardisty, 1990; Komar, 1998).  Of particular relevance to the 

present study are morphological configurations which occur on those coasts exposed 

to both swell and sea waves, and also characterised by lower tidal range and multiple 

sand-bars (in the cross-shore direction).    

 

In a review of existing morphodynamic studies on multi-bar coasts, coupled with 

analysis of additional material from the southeastern coast of Australia, Short and 

Aagaard  (1993) found that  the morphological configurations were dynamic and 

ranged from linear bars (in the longshore direction), to crescentic forms (where 

longshore bars  had a quasi-regular wave-like or undulating plan shape),  and 

morphologies in which adjacent bars (in the cross-shore direction) tended to merge 

and produce transverse morphologies.  In addition to the above terminology 

describing morphological configurations, a linear configuration may also be referred 

to as two-dimensional (2D) morphology as it can be defined by a single cross-shore 

profile. By contrast, non-linear morphologies may be referred to as three-dimensional 

(3D) as >1 cross-shore profile is required to define their configuration. Individual 3D 

morphological shapes may be referred to as 3D structure. 

 

Short and Aagaard (1993) produced a multi-bar conceptual model for beaches with a 

lower tidal range. The model identified the morphological configurations likely to 

occur at different cross-shore locations, and it also incorporated sequential 

configuration changes. The authors refer to configurations as beach-states. The Short 

and Aagaard (1993) model has the following configuration-based characteristics: 
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• Non-linear configurations decrease, and linear configurations increase, with 

greater distance seaward; 

• Configuration change in landward bars is more rapid than configuration 

change in seaward bars; 

• The inner bar wavelength of non-linear structures is approximately half that of 

adjacent seaward structures, and nonlinear structures are predominately 

rhythmic with a mainly shore-normal orientation of axes;  

• Under conditions of higher incident wave energy a sand-bar moves seaward 

and bar configuration becomes increasingly linear, while under conditions of 

lower incident wave energy a sand-bar moves landward and bar configuration 

becomes increasingly non-linear;  

•   Antecedent morphology influences system morphodynamics associated with  

      inner bar change. 

 

The model states that inner bar behaviour is analogous to the single-bar system as 

described in Wright and Short (1984).  It is also noted that the Wright and Short (1984) 

and Short and Aagaard (1993) models relate aspects of beach morphology to edge 

waves at infragravity frequencies.  This aspect of their models, however, is not 

considered in this paper. 

 

There are limitations with the configurations changes in the Short and Aagaard (1993) 

model.  For example, most of the field data consisted of annually sampled aerial 

photographs, so configuration sequences were inferred.  Furthermore, the Short and 

Aagaard  (1993) model does not take into account inter-annual cycles of net offshore 

bar migration which have been observed on some multi-barred coasts. 

 

Net offshore bar migration (NOM) refers to the systematic seaward migration of 

coastal sand-bars across the surf zone (see Shand and Bailey, 1999, for review).  Bars 

form near the shoreline and disappear several years later in the outer surf zone.  Since 

the mid 1980s, NOM has been recognised on the North Carolina coast (e.g.  

Birkemeier, 1984; Lippmann et al., 1993), the Dutch coasts (e.g.  de Vroeg et al., 

1988, Kroon and Hoekstra, 1993; Ruessink and Kroon, 1994); at Wanganui, New 

Zealand (Shand, 1990; Shand and Bailey, 1999), and recently at Hasaki, Japan 

(Kuriyama and Lee, 2000). NOM has also been described as the offshore progression 
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cycle by Wijnberg (1996) and as inter-annual cyclic bar behaviour by Ruessink and 

Terwindt (2000). 

 

While some morphological configuration studies have been carried out on coasts 

which experience NOM,  e.g. Lippmann et al. (1993) at Duck North Carolina, Short 

(1992) along the coast of Holland, and Van Enckevort and Ruessink (2001) at 

Noordwijk on the coast of Holland, these works did not focus on associations between 

morphological configuration and the inter-annual NOM cycle. However, results from 

theses studies, together with those from other multi-barred coasts summarized in 

Short and Aagaard (1993), suggest that as a sand-bar progresses through its cycle of 

NOM and moves further offshore, the bar configuration will systematically change 

from a highly non-linear state within the inner surf zone, i.e. in the vicinity of the bar 

generation area, to a linear configuration in the outer surf zone, i.e. in the vicinity of 

the bar degeneration area.   

 

The aim of the present study is to investigate temporal variation in morphological 

(plan-view) configuration by analysing a previously unused 2 yr image-based data-set 

collected from the multi-barred coast at Wanganui.  The following nomclature will be 

adopted. Longer-term refers to morphological change associated with the inter-annual 

NOM cycle, while shorter-term refers to morphological change occurring at daily, 

weekly and monthly time-scales.  The paper will test the following hypotheses: 

• In the longer-term, a sand-bar undergoes a systematic change from a strongly 

three-dimensional to a two-dimensional configuration as it progressively 

crosses the surf zone under the process of NOM; and 

• In the shorter-term, bar configuration behaves in the manner described by the 

Short and Aagaard (1993) beach-state model, hereafter referred to simply as 

the Short and Aagaard model.    

 

The paper begins by describing the environmental conditions at the field site.  This is 

followed by a description of the data acquisition and processing techniques used to 

obtain morphological data, configuration data, and wave height data. The results are 

then described and discussed. 
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2. Field Site 

 

The 500 m long field site is ~3 km from the Wanganui Rivermouth on the 

southwestern coast of the North Island of New Zealand (Fig 1).  While the shoreline is 

migrating  seaward at ~1.5 m/yr in response to rivermouth jetty construction in the 

late 19th/early 20th century (Smith and Ovenden, 1998), this accretion is superimposed 

upon a regional erosion rate of approximately 0.3 m/yr (Johnston, 1985).  The 

nearshore is characterised by fine sand (2 to 3 phi), and has a cross-shore slope of 

~0.0085 and width of ~550 m.  Three sand-bars are usually present; these bars 

undergo net offshore migration, with the mean life-cycle of a bar being ~3 yr (Shand 

et al., 1999).  A foredune and cliff lie to the rear of the beach.  The camera used for 

photographing the surf zone was located on top of the 42 m high cliff which lies 100 

m behind the dune toe and 3200 m alongshore from the Wanganui Rivermouth.   

 

The process conditions are summarized as follows.  The mean neap tide range is 0.8 

m and the mean spring tide range is 2.4 m. The mean deepwater significant wave 

height is 1.3 m and the 5% excedence value is 2.5 m (Macky et al., 1988). The mean 

wave period is 10.1 s (range 3.5 s to19 s) with sea wave conditions occurring for 75% 

of the time and swell waves for the remaining 25% (Patterson, 1992).  Five years of 

daily wave observations, which encompassed the study period, show 42% of waves 

approach from the west, 24% from the south and 34% are shore-normal.  Analysis of 

official wind data collected at nearby Wanganui Airport, show prevailing winds 

approach the coast at ~35 deg from the shoreline. The 5% excedence value for the 

wind speed is 12.4 m/s.  The longshore wind component in the southeast direction 

occurs ~60% of the time, while the northwesterly directed wind component occurs for 

~25% of the time. 

 

3.  Methods 
 

This section describes how image-based morphological data and wave height data 

were obtained. The following subsections cover: 

• the description of field collection and processing techniques used to derive 

rectified image data;  
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• the method used to determine the cross-shore location of bar-crests;  

• the technique developed to identify morphological configurations;  

• the collection of wave height data and the selection of a representative 

parameter.  

 

3.1.  Image data 

A panorama of 4 photographs was needed to cover the 500 m long study area.  Each 

photo was exposed for 4 mins to minimise tidal change experienced during sampling 

and to ensure a relatively stable representation of the breaking wave pattern.  Such 

images are referred to as time-exposures and are equivalent to images produced by 

time- averaging video frames (Lippmann and Holman, 1989). These images provide 

an analogue for surf zone morphology because elevated topography such as sand-bars 

are characterised by locations of higher intensity due to waves breaking preferentially 

in shallower water (Lippmann and Holman, 1989).  An example of a time-exposure 

panorama which encompasses the study site, is shown in the upper portion of Fig 2. 

 

Field sampling was carried out during lower tide levels and higher wave conditions to 

maximise the likelihood of waves breaking on all bars.  Furthermore, by limiting 

sampling (photography) to these conditions, the influences of wave height modulation 

and tide level on break-point location was minimised. 

 

Digital image processing was used to rectify each photograph to ground co-ordinates 

and to merge this output with adjacent images from the panorama. To facilitate 

subsequent viewing and analysis, the coastline was then straightened using a further 

transformation. These image processing techniques have been described in detail by 

Bailey and Shand (1993, 1996). An example of the final output image is shown in the 

lower portion of Fig 2.   

 

The 500 m length of coast used in the present study is marked in Fig 2.  This  

length was selected as it was the maximum which provided equal coverage for all  

bars .Furthermore, it was considered likely to contain the morphological  

configurations likely to occur at the study site. A further 200 m segment of image was  

retained to each side (in the longshore direction) of this 500 m length to facilitate  

configuration identification near the margins of the study area. The remaining image,  
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beyond these interpretation segments, was cropped.  In a further effort to minimise  

file size, the image seaward of 500m was also cropped.  This latter cropping did not  

affect results as all bars located beyond 500 m were in a state of degeneration and had  

the same  configuration type.  

 

Morphological data used in this study was derived from a 2 yr set of time-exposure 

photographs collected between September 1992 and August 1994.  Field sampling 

was carried out at ~4 day intervals (standard deviation = 2 days), and this resulted in 

175 photographic samples.  Such a sampling regime may not detect some of the linear 

morphology associated with higher energy conditions, because other studies, such as 

Lippmann and Holman (1990), found linear configurations could have residence 

times of shorter duration than the average sampling interval used in this study.  

However, more frequent sampling was carried out during times of higher energy in an 

effort to minimise this potential limitation.   

 

While no bars completed a full cycle of NOM during the 2 yr sampling period, in 

combination, the set of bar-crest time-series cross the entire zone of systematic 

offshore migration (see Fig 3A).  These data show that an inner, middle and outer bar 

occurred throughout the study period. Much of the analysis in this study is based on 

this tripartite arrangement. To illustrate how the higher resolution two year data fits 

within the associated cycles of NOM,  a longer-term monthly bar-crest location data-

set is depicted in Fig 3B.   

 

3.2. Cross-shore bar location 

Intensity maxima only approximate a bar-crest location as environmental conditions 

such as sea-level and incident wave height, together with bar-crest depth and bar 

form, influence break-point location (Plant and Holman, 1998).  The different 

approaches used to quantify and eliminate or minimise these factors, have recently 

been reviewed in Shand (in press).  The combined error increases with increased 

distance from the camera with maximum errors (using the 95 % confidence interval) 

at the margins of the study area being 15 m in the cross-shore direction and 12 m in 

the longshore direction (Shand, 2000).   
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The cross-shore distance used to define the location of a bar-crest is identified by 

fitting a parabola to the cross-shore intensity profile, and then determining the 

distance corresponding to the parabola maximum. This procedure works satisfactorily 

for well defined bar-crests; however, the following problems occur toward both the 

landward and seaward extremes of the surf zone.  During advanced bar degeneration, 

wave breaking can result in a patchy intensity pattern (Shand, in press).  Within the 

inner surf zone, bar-crests may be nearly (or completely) exposed during sampling 

and this can result in minimum intensity values corresponding to the crest. In 

addition, light reflection off water within the landward trough can result in maximum 

intensity values, rather than the expected minimum values. All bar-crest and trough 

locations were therefore identified after first inspecting the original photographs. 

 

To identify a single cross-shore distance to represent a 500 m longshore length of bar-

crest, the intensities were first averaged in the longshore direction and then the 

parabola fitting routine was applied. This procedure was used to derive the data points 

plotted in Fig 3. 

 

To identify a continuous longshore bar-crest line, referred to as a barline, the parabola 

fitting routine was repeated for adjacent cross-shore segments which were 10 m wide 

in the longshore direction.  

 

After eliminating samples where morphology could not be confidently identified, 

there were 30 outer bar samples, 129 middle bar samples, and 160 inner bar samples.  

The lower sample number with increasing distance offshore is the result of waves 

breaking less often further offshore due to increasing water depth.  

 

3.3. Determining morphological configuration  

Because 3D surf zone morphology has such a wide variety of forms, representative 

configurations are often used in its analysis.  Identification of such configurations has 

typically been made by observing a series of samples and abstracting (by observation) 

a sequence of configurations, e.g. Davis and Fox, (1972), Goldsmith et al. (1982), 

Sasaki (1983),  Sonnenfeld and Nummedal (1987),  Aagaard (1991), Bogle et al. 

(1999).  More objective approaches  involve the application of classification 

procedures based either on observed morphological assemblages, e.g. Wright and 
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Short (1984), Short and Aagaard (1993), or on shape-based  criteria, e.g. Chappell and 

Elliot (1979), Lippmann and Holman (1990).  A combination of these two approaches 

has also been used, e.g. van Enckevort and Ruessink (2001).  While user subjectivity 

enters both types of classification technique, it is minimised by specifying a range of 

qualifiers (see below).  In addition, the shape-based classification approach results in 

classes which are mutually exclusive, whereas the morphological assemblage-based 

approach may be unable to assign some configurations to a single class. 

 

More recently, the alternative techniques incorporating an increased level of 

quantification, have been used to analyse 3D configurations.  Ruessink et al. (2000) 

analysed barlines using complex eigenfunctions, and van Enckevort and Wijnberg 

(1999) analysed the deviations between the barline and a fitted linear model. While 

both approaches provide useful information, they are limited by a requirement for 

longshore uniformity in the length scales of 3D structures.  Furthermore, they are 

unable to process some complex 3D morphologies which may occur within the inner 

surf (e.g. Goldsmith et al., 1982, Bogle et al., 2000), or the intensity patterns which 

signal bar degeneration.  Because most non-linear 3D structures at Wanganui have 

complex plan-forms, and as the present study is to include bars across the entire surf 

zone, a mutually exclusive classification scheme based on the Lippmann and Holman 

(1990) approach was developed.   

 

The following three criteria, and associated binary decisions shown within brackets, 

were  used to categorise different intensity patterns  (morphological configurations): 

• cross-shore bar profile relief (pronounced c.f. subdued);  

 

• longshore variability (linear c.f. non-linear) of a barline; 

 

• longshore variability (continuous c.f. discontinuous) of a trough, where a 

trough is represented by a discernable region of low intensity values located 

landward of a bar.  Shand (in press) has shown that such an intensity pattern is 

consistent with bathymetrically defined longshore (bar and) trough 

topography.  
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The following qualifiers were used to ensure consistency in allocating samples to 

configuration classes: 

• A pronounced (c.f. subdued) bar profile was defined as having a landward 

trough;  

 

• Linear (c.f. non-linear) configurations were defined to occur where barline 

amplitudes, i.e. cross-shore deviations from a linear model fitted to the 

structure’s barline,  were less than 5 m.  This threshold appeared to visually 

separate linear from non-linear configurations. 

 

•    Discontinuous (c.f. continuous) troughs were defined to occur when an area of 

high intensity values filled, or substantially filled, the trough; such an area 

signaling significant sediment accumulation. 

 

This classification scheme resulted in 5 configuration types (A – E), as depicted in Fig 

4.  However, upon application, type C was found to be difficult to distinguish from 

type E, so they were combined. It is noted that Lippmann and Holman (1990) did not 

include a class with type C characteristics.  Four classes were therefore used to 

represent morphologies contained within the image data-set. These morphological 

classes are identified using the following descriptors: subdued, linear, undulating and 

transverse.  Examples of these configuration types are shown in Fig 5.   

 

It is noted that two distinct high intensity patterns met the subdued class 

characteristics.  These patterns were located in the outer and inner surf zones, so they 

were referred to as outer subdued and inner subdued respectively. Inner subdued 

configurations had the appearance of either an area containing very low amplitude 

undulatory features or a wide low tide terrace, extending seaward from the beachface. 

 

The Lippmann and Holman (1990) classification scheme also included scaling criteria 

which separated smaller (101 m) morphological features, referred to by the authors as 

incident-scaled, from larger  (102-3 m) features, referred to as infragravity-scaled. 

These scalings appear to separate foreshore features from nearshore features. In the 

present study, only those sand-bars which subsequently underwent NOM were 
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studied; in all cased such bars formed when crest distances were greater than 102 m 

from the dune-toe, so cross-shore scaling-based criteria were not required.   

 

The 4 configuration classes used for the present study are broadly similar to the 

morphological configurations used in the two key morphological classification 

studies, i.e. Wright and Short (1984), and Lippmann and Holman (1990), and this is 

depicted in Fig 6.  The main difference lies with their inclusion of regularity 

characteristics for non-linear structures.  This level of detail was not included within 

the classification scheme in the present study, because 89% of 3D structures at 

Wanganui were irregular (defined later). However, statistics describing the geometry 

of 3D structures is included within the results section.   

 

Because different types of configuration could occur contemporaneously at different 

locations along the 500 m long study site, the modal class for each sample, i.e. the 

class with the greatest longshore length, was used for analysis. A further requirement 

for assigning the modal class incorporated classification errors which could occur 

under the range of wave and tidal conditions experienced during sampling. Errors of 

up to 100 m were observed in the (longshore) length assigned to a particular class, so 

modal class status was only assigned when the length was at least 100 m greater than 

that of any other configuration class present within a sample.  Following these 

procedures,  26 outer bar samples, 111 middle bar samples and 125 inner bar samples 

were available for subsequent analysis. 

 

3.4. Wave data 

Wave height data used to test whether morphological configurations at Wanganui 

change as predicted by the Short and Aagaard model, consisted of daily observations  

made using the ‘staff and horizon’ method described in Patterson and Blair (1983) 

and Horikawa (1988).  This technique measures wave height at the break-point and 

has been shown to provide an accurate record of relative wave height (Patterson, 

1985).  The Wanganui data used in the present study were part of a 3439 day record 

which had a mean value of 1.4 metres and the 5% excedence value of 2.6 m; these 

values are close to the deepwater significant wave height statistics reported earlier 

(1.3 m and 2.5 m respectively). 
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The selection of a wave-based parameter was made after considering the following 

studies which analysed morphological change within the surf zone.  Lippmann et al.  

(1993)  tested a range of wave parameters and found they all “behaved in a similar 

manner when correlated with morphology” (p11,583).  Thereafter, Lippmann used the 

daily maximum significant wave height.  Sunamura and Takeda (1993) analysed 

profile data collected at fortnightly intervals and used the inter-survey maximum 

significant wave height value because “topographic change is most sensitive to larger 

waves during the interval between surveys” (p138).  In contrast, Larsen and Kraus 

(1992) used the mean inter-survey significant wave height when analysing fortnightly 

profile data; however, wave heights were only included in their analysis “where 

significant changes had occurred between profile surveys” (p60).  It is further noted 

that the present study is not concerned with identifying threshold wave height values 

associated with morphological change, rather, it is concerned with the identification 

of relative wave heights associated with such morphological change.  Based on the 

above results and arguments, the inter-survey maximum (daily) wave height was 

selected as the wave-based parameter for use in this study. 

 

4. Results 
 

This section begins by describing bar-crest location and morphological configuration 

data.  The characteristics of 3D structures are then described and this is followed by 

configuration sequences for the 5 bars which occurred during the study period.  

Finally, associations between morphology and corresponding wave height data are 

identified. 

 

4.1. Description of data  

Time-series depicting the cross-shore migration and modal configuration classes 

associated with each bar are shown in Fig 7.  The bars have been chronologically 

numbered from the oldest (bar 1) to the youngest (bar 5).  The time-series in Fig 7A, 

show that, with the exception of bar 1 which was in the final stage of degeneration, an 

underlying offshore migration trend characterised bar behaviour during the study 

period.  Linear regression analysis show the NOM process explained 53%, 83.2%, 

72.9% and 88.6% of the cross-shore migration associated with bars 2, 3, 4 and 5 

respectively.  Shorter-term bar migration accounts for the remaining variance. 
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The underlying process of NOM resulted in the cross-shore status of bars, i.e. inner, 

middle or outer, changing as they systematically migrated across the surf zone.  The 

development of two new bars (4 and 5) can be seen in Fig 7A to correspond with the 

disappearance of previously existing outer bars (1 and 2 respectively). This type of 

bar behaviour is a typical characteristics of NOM systems (e.g. Lippmann et al., 1993, 

Ruessink and Kroon, 1994; Wijnberg, 1996; Shand and Bailey, 1999). The occurrence 

of a new bar was taken to be from the time a pronounced form was first observed. 

 

Histograms showing the cross-shore distribution for each type of morphological 

configuration are depicted in Fig 8.  The subdued configurations are bimodal, with 

this configuration type only occurring for inner and outer bars.  The results show 

(inner) subdued configurations tended to be closest to shore, with transverse, 

undulating, linear and (outer) subdued configurations each being located further 

seaward.   

 

The frequency (percentage) of each type of configuration for inner, middle and outer 

bars are depicted in Fig 9. These data show that the inner bar experienced all 4 types 

of configuration with transverse occurring most frequently (55%), followed by 

undulating (17%), subdued (15%) and linear (13%) .  Middle bars were 

predominantly characterised by undulating (47 %) and linear configurations (51%).  

Two occurrences (2%) of transverse configuration were observed for middle bars, 

these were both associated with the process of bar splitting (Shand and Bailey, 1999).  

The outer bar configuration was dominated by subdued morphology (73%) with linear 

configurations accounting for the remaining 27% of observations 

 

The residence time, i.e. the persistence, of each type of configuration for the inner, 

middle and outer bars are depicted in Fig 10.  The inner bar results indicate that 

transverse configurations were the most persistent (mean = 12.6 days) followed by 

subdued (mean = 9.25 days), linear (mean = 5.7 days) and undulating (mean = 5.2 

days).  These transverse and undulating values are similar to those reported for the 

inner bar at Duck, North Carolina (Lippmann and Holman, 1990).  However, the 

linear value is 2-3 times higher than the Duck value and, as noted earlier, may reflect 

under-sampling at Wanganui.   
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As with the inner bar results for Wanganui, the middle bar had similar persistence 

means for undulating configurations (12.5 days) and linear configurations (13.6 days), 

but magnitudes were 2-3 times lower.  The mean for middle bar transverse 

configurations (3.0 days), was substantially lower than the inner bar value.   

 

Outer bar residence times for linear configurations (mean = 62 days) were several 

times longer than the corresponding landward bar value, and subdued configurations 

(mean = 100 days) were the most persistent of all. While low sample size (linear = 2, 

subdued = 5) may bias outer bar results, the individual values in each sample were all 

higher than the means for the corresponding landward classes; this offers qualitative 

support for the validity of the outer bar results.   

 

With the exception of transverse configurations, the results in Fig10 show residence 

times lengthened, and hence the configurations became increasingly stable, with 

increasing seaward distance.  Finally it is noted that there was, in general, a large 

amount of within-class variability in residence times, this being indicated by the high 

standard deviation values compared with the mean values.  This characteristic was 

also evident in the results from Duck (Lippmann and Holman, 1990). 

 

4.2. Geometry of 3D structures 

The wavelength, regularity and orientation of 3D structures are summarised in Table 

1.  These values were obtained from images sampled at monthly intervals as these 

data had greater longshore coverage and this enabled 3D structures with wavelengths 

extending beyond the study area to be included in the analysis.  Each structure was 

identified from the associated barline.  Average wavelength was determined for inner, 

middle and outer bars.  The results in Table 1A, show the wavelength of 3D structures 

within the inner bar system (mean = 147 m, range = 40 to 450 m) to be approximately 

half  those of the more seaward (middle) bar system (mean 279.7 m, range 70 to 750 

m).  The outer bar rarely contained 3D structures and the 3 occurrences were all in the 

range of 200 to 270 m. 

 

Regularity (rhythmicity) was defined to occur when a barline had similar values for 

all wavelengths and for all amplitudes.  Visual comparison suggested that 
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wavelengths appeared regular when variations were no greater than +/- 10% of the 

mean value, while amplitudes appeared to be similar when variations were no greater 

than +/-25% of the mean value. These values were therefore used to discriminate  

between regular and non-regular structures. The results in Table 1B, show that 3D 

structures were predominantly irregular, with values of 86.4% for the inner bar and 

92% for the middle bar. 

 

Orientation of 3D structures was based on the direction of the axes of rip channels or 

larger-scaled 3D features.  Where several structures occurred along the same barline, 

the modal orientation was adopted.  The following 4 groups were used: axis oblique 

toward the northwest; axis shore-normal; axis oblique toward the southeast; and no 

modal orientation.  The results in Table 1C, show the orientation of 3D structures to 

be a  function of cross-shore distance with the majority (68.8%) of inner bar axes 

being offset to the southeast, while the majority (76.5%) of middle bar axes were 

shore-normal. 

 

4.3. Configuration sequences 

The sequence of configurations associated with each bar, as depicted in Fig 7B-F, are 

now described. 

 

• Bar 1 was only evident during the initial 3 months of the study period; during 

that time the morphological configuration was subdued. 

 

• Bar 2 existed for all but the final 3 months of the study.  For the initial 8 

months, the configuration was predominantly linear (91%). The bar 

configuration then changed to subdued as the bar degenerated.  This process 

appeared to have been completed 3 months before the end of the study period 

as there was no intensity signal during that time. 

 

• Bar 3 existed throughout the study, being the inner bar for the first three 

months, the middle bar for the following 18 months and the outer bar for the 

final 2-3 months. The predominant configuration during the initial month was 

transverse with the configuration then fluctuating between undulating and 

linear as the bar migrated across the mid surf zone.  During the final months of 
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the study the configuration was subdued. 

 

• Bar 4 formed within the inner surf zone at approximately the same time that 

bar 1 disappeared from the outer surf zone.  It then spent the following 18 

months as the inner bar; during this time the predominant configuration was 

transverse (60%), with both undulating and subdued configurations occurring 

in 17% of the observations, and linear occurring for the remaining 6%.  

 

• Bar 5 only existed for the final three months of the study, its formation 

coinciding with the disappearance of bar 2.  During that time, all 4 types of bar 

configuration occurred with transverse predominating (65%), then linear (21%) 

and both undulating and subdued configurations in 7% of observations. 

 

4.4. Wave height associations 

When investigating the relationship between bar migration and wave height, the 

following procedure was followed.  Each barline was represented by a single cross-

shore distance; this was achieved by longshore intensity averaging as described earlier. 

Such averaging removes the component of cross-shore bar migration associated with 

the longshore translation of 3D structures, a process induced by longshore currents 

and observed to occur at Wanganui.  Ruessink et al. (2000) have shown that such 

longshore translation can dominate the cross-shore bar migration signal at shorter-

time scales.  To minimise the effect of survey inaccuracies and to increase the 

likelihood of identifying statistically significant relationships between morphological 

behaviour and wave height, only those samples for which cross-shore migration was 

equal to, or greater than, 10 m (in either the landward or seaward direction) were 

considered. Furthermore, data were only used where the sampling interval was lower 

than, or equal to, 10 days.   No outer bar data met these sub-sampling requirements. 

 

Graphs depicting cross-shore bar migration versus maximum inter-survey wave 

height for inner bar and middle bar locations, are shown in Figs 11A and B 

respectively. Linear models have been fitted to each set of data points. The correlation 

coefficient (r) which quantifies the level of association between 2 variables, together 

with the probability (p) of such an association having arisen by chance alone, are 

marked on each graph.  Furthermore, the F-ratio and associated probability, which 
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relates to whether the slope of a linear regression line approaches zero, are also shown. 

The inner bar results (Fig 11A) show no significant association between wave height 

and cross-shore bar migration with r = 0.189 and p >> 0.1.  However, a highly 

significant association did occur for the middle bar (Fig 11B) with r = 0.700 and p << 

0.001.  These results show that in the case of the inner bar, 3.8% of the cross-shore 

variation was explained by changes in wave height, while 49% of the variation was 

explained for the middle bar. 

 

To identify possible associations between morphological configuration change and 

wave height, the maximum inter-survey wave height corresponding to each 

configuration change to a particular class, were obtained.  The means and standard 

deviations for such wave heights associated with inner bar class changes and middle 

bar class changes are shown in Figs 12A and B respectively. Two-sample t-tests were 

used to determine if the differences in the wave heights corresponding to these 

different configuration changes, were significant. Table 2 lists the t-values with bold 

and thin underlining used to denote significant differences at the 5% (p = 0.05) and 

10% (p = 0.1) levels respectively. It is noted that the t-test assumption requiring 

samples be normally distributed, was met in all cases as the skewness coefficient 

values were non-significant (ratio of skewness to the standard error of skewness <2): 

this being a sufficient condition for normalicy in small samples according to 

Wilkenson (1998). 

 

The inner bar results (Fig 12A) show similar  mean wave heights corresponding to 

class changes to transverse (1.94 m) and subdued (2.01 m) configurations, but 

relatively higher mean values for class changes to increasingly linear configurations: 

2.42 m for undulating and 2.61 m for linear. The t-test results (Table 2) show that the 

probability (p) of different wave heights associated with morphological change to 

transverse and to subdued classes was insignificant.  However, the t-test results do 

show a significant wave height difference firstly between change to the transverse and 

change to undulating configurations, and secondly between change to transverse and 

change to linear configurations.  The difference between undulating and linear 

configurations was not statistically significant (p = 0.339); however, this may reflect 

small sample size (N = 5 for linear) rather than lack of relationship. 
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As with the inner bar, the middle bar results (Fig 12B) also show the mean wave 

height associated with change to undulating configurations (2.16 m) was less than the 

mean heights associated with changes to linear configurations (2.36 m).  While the t-

test probability (p = 0.220) showed an increased likelihood of a wave height 

difference compared with the inner bar data, the result was still not statistically 

significant.  

 

Finally, the possibility of antecedent morphology within the inner bar system 

influencing configuration change (within the inner bar system) was tested by 

comparing the inter-survey maximum wave heights associated with periods when 

configuration change occurred (Fig 12A), with the wave heights corresponding to 

periods when no change occurred (Fig 13).  Only transverse configurations showed a 

statistically significant difference (t = -2.271, p= 0.036) which indicate such 

configurations could endure wave heights which were associated with class change to 

undulating or linear configurations. Strongly non-linear configurations at Wanganui 

therefore do appear to influence inner bar morphodynamics. 

 

 

5. Discussion 
 

The frequency results in Figs 8 and 9 suggest that bars at the study site undergo a 

systematic change in configuration as they migrate seaward under the process of 

NOM.  However, to confirm such a change, the trend must be observed in the 

configuration time-series for each bar.  Data depicted in Figs 7B-F, show that each bar 

systematically changed its configuration such that (inner bar) subdued changed to 

transverse, transverse to undulating, undulating to linear and linear to (outer bar) 

subdued with increasing distance from the shore. 

 

It is noted that the configuration time-series (Figs 7B-F) show initial pronounced 

morphologies of newly generated bars (bars 4 and 5) were either of undulating or 

linear configuration rather than transverse which dominated the more shoreward inner 

bar locations (Fig 9).  Neither undulating nor linear configurations developed from 

widening and deepening of smaller-scaled runnels which were observed to occur on 

the lower foreshore in ~20% of samples.   It is also noted that the formation of bar 4 
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followed the landward progression of an inner bifurcate associated with double bar 

development on bar 3 (this process is depicted in Shand and Bailey (1999) Fig 6).   In 

contrast, bar 5 developed upon a previously subdued foreshore morphology. 

 

Comparison between the shorter-term results for Wanganui and the characteristics of 

the Short and Aagaard model (as itemised in the introductory section), are 

summarised in Table 3.  Excluding the outermost surf zone, an increase in linear (non-

linear) configurations with increasing (decreasing) distance seaward, does occur at 

Wanganui (Fig 9).  The predominance of subdued configurations in the outer surf 

zone differed from the model.  This may reflect the inability of aerial photos (the 

typical data-source for the multi-bar studies) to detect advanced bar degeneration, 

and/or the Short and Aagaard data-base did not include many beaches that are subject 

to the NOM process. 

 

Determination of whether or not configuration change is more rapid when bars are 

located closer to the shore was difficult using the Wanganui data for the following 

reason. A configuration change was defined to occur when a change in modal class 

occurred. The interval between two relevant samples therefore controls the rate at 

which configuration class change can be detected.  However, class residence times 

(Fig 10) provide a measure of relative configuration stability and this indicates the 

relative ease with which class change occurs at different cross-shore locations. The 

results in Fig 10, therefore suggest that configurations change more slowly with 

increasing seaward distance, in accord with the Short and Aagaard model. 

 

The Wanganui results were consistent with the Short and Aagaard model 

characteristic that the wavelength of 3D structures in the landward position is 

approximately half that of the adjacent seaward bar (Table 1A).  However,  coupling 

between inner and middle bar configurations was only observed in 21% of samples.  

Furthermore, the additional requirement that configurations be predominantly 

rhythmic (regular wavelength and amplitude) was only met in 13.6% of inner bar 

samples and 7.1% of middle bar samples (Table 1B). This highly irregular nature of 

the 3D structures at Wanganui, together with the predominance of obliquely 

orientated axes within the inner bar system (Table 1C), suggest that longshore  
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currents play a more important morphodynamic role here than at the sites upon which 

the Short and Aagaard model was based. 

 

While cross-shore bar migration for the inner bar (Fig 11A) showed no statistically 

significant association with wave height, highly significant results consistent with the 

Short and Aagaard model, did occur for the middle bar (Fig 11B).  In the latter case 

wave height was able to explain 48.6% (i.e. r2 = 0.486) of the variation in bar 

migration, and the F-ratio (p< 0.005) and positive correlation coefficient (r = +0.697) 

show that offshore migration occurred under higher wave conditions and onshore 

migration under lower wave conditions.  These results are qualitatively similar to 

those observed at other multi-bar sites; for example, van Enckevort (2001) found that 

direct wave forcing was of subordinate importance for an inner bar compared with a 

more seaward bar in a 3.4 yr study at Noordwijk on the coast of Holland.  These 

results support the claim that the seaward bar(s) act as a filter of incident wave energy, 

a possibility raised by several other workers in relation to multi-bar systems (e.g. 

Lippmann et al., 1993; Ruessink and Kroon, 1994; Ruessink and Terwindt, 2000).  It 

may be an oversimplification to describe inner bar behaviour as analogous to single 

bar systems, as is done in the Short and Aagaard model. 

 

Different wave conditions did broadly relate to changes in morphological 

configurations (Fig 12) in a manner consistent with the Short and Aagaard model, in 

that the occurrence of increasingly (decreasingly) linear configurations were 

associated with increasing (decreasing) wave height.  However, inner bar change to 

subdued configurations occurred under the same (relatively low) wave conditions that 

accompanied changes to transverse configurations.  This situation will now be 

considered further. 

 

The occurrence of both transverse and subdued configurations under lower wave 

conditions, suggest that tidal influence may significantly affect shorter-term 

morphodynamic processes at Wanganui.  The ability of tidal change,  i.e. changing 

water depth, to influence sediment transport processes and seabed morphology is well 

recognised in both the theoretical (e.g. Davidson-Arnott 1981; Dally and Dean, 1984; 

Hedegaard et al., 1991) and empirical (e.g. King, 1972; Carter, 1988; Short, 1991) 

literature.  Briefly, tides cause the wave break-point, together with the swash, surf and 
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shoal zones, to translate back and forth across the profile thereby controlling the 

nature and duration of sediment transport processes at different cross-shore locations.  

Lower tidal range enables distinct bar features to evolve, whilst larger tidal range 

retards bar development and more uniform and subdued morphologies occur.  

Existing beach-state models such as Wright and Short (1984), and Short and Aagaard 

(1993), assume micro-tidal conditions with upper limits of 2 m (Wright and Short, 

1984) or 3 m (Short, 1991).  However, beach morphology is not simply dependent 

upon tidal range, but rather is the product of the interaction between tide and wave 

conditions (Davis and Hayes, 1984).  This has led to the use of the ratio of (spring) 

tide range to (modal breaking) wave height, termed the relative tide range (RTR), as a 

more appropriate tide-based parameter.  In a simulation study into the effects of tide 

on beach morphodynamics, Masselink (1993) found that when RTR <2, the effect of 

tide could be excluded and the beach-state models of Wright and Short (1984) and 

Short and Aagaard (1993) applied. When the RTR was >2, shoaling wave processes 

became increasingly dominant and more subdued morphologies occurred.  In a field-

based study, Masselink and Short (1993) found that, in general, when RTR < 3 

beaches may be classified using these beach-state models.        

 

At Wanganui the spring tide range is 2.4 m and the RTR is 1.85 m, so the lower tide 

range models should apply.  However, the subdued inner bar configurations identified 

in the present study, suggests that variation in tidal range, i.e. the change between 

neap and spring tides, may be morphodynamically important. The hypothesis that 

subdued configurations for the inner bar occur under higher tidal range, while 

prounced configurations (transverse, undulating and linear) occur under lower tidal 

range, was tested using Wanganui data. 

 

The tidal range corresponding to each of the maximum inter-survey wave heights 

used in the wave height/modal configuration analysis (Fig 12A), were obtained and 

the mean and standard deviation values for each configuration determined (see Fig 

14).   Tide data were derived from predicted tide heights prepared by the 

Hydrographic Branch of the Royal NZ Navy; for Wanganui these predictions have an 

RMS error of 0.13 m.  A random error of this magnitude would not affect the results 

as the analysis was based on the mean tidal values. The results depicted in Fig 14 

show similar tide ranges occurred during changes to all three of the pronounced types 
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of configuration, with t-values having p>0.376.  However, there was a significant 

difference between subdued and pronounced configurations with t-values having p< 

0.034.  These results therefore support the tidal range/configuration change hypothesis.   

 

The results in Figs 12A and 14 suggest that while transverse and subdued 

configurations can form under similar (relatively low) wave conditions, they form 

under contrasting tidal range conditions.  Transverse configurations required 

relatively low (c. neap) values while subdued configurations required relatively high 

(c. spring) values.  While breaking wave-associated processes may be the dominant 

forcing agent when the RTR < 2 (Masselink, 1993), or <3 (Masselink and Short, 

1993), the Wanganui results suggest that tidal influence can still play an important 

morphodynamic role. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

A configuration (plan-view) analysis was carried out on a 2 year image-based data-set 

of the triple bar system at Wanganui.  The following configuration preferences 

occurred: inner bar configurations fluctuated between transverse, undulating, linear 

and subdued; middle bar configurations fluctuated between undulating and linear; and 

outer bar configurations were either linear or subdued. A longer-term systematic 

change in configuration was found to occur as bars migrated seaward under the 

process NOM.  In particular, subdued bar configurations tended to dominate the 

landwardmost and seawardmost locations, while transverse, undulating and linear 

configurations predominate in turn with increasing distance offshore. 

 

In the shorter-term, there was some general support for the predominantly wave-

driven model of Short and Aagaard, such as configurations becoming increasingly 

linear with increased distance seaward.  However, analysis of the inner, mid and outer 

bars provided varying levels of agreement. The outermost bar, with its predominantly 

subdued configurations associated with NOM related bar degeneration, behaved in a 

manner which was mainly inconsistent with the model.  While configurations and 

morphological behaviour of the middle bar system were largely in agreement with the 

Short and Aagaard model, modification is required to account for the frequently 
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observed non-rhythmic morphologies. Inner bar configurations and behavioural 

characteristics were less consistent with the existing model, with results indicating 

that both longshore currents and tidal change associated with the neap tide/spring tide 

cycle, influence the morphodynamic system. The significance of tidal change comes 

despite the relative tide range at Wanganui being below the generally accepted 

threshold for tidal influence.  Development of an inner bar beach-state model for 

coastal environments such as that found at Wanganui, is the subject of a further paper 

(Shand et al., in prep). 
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Table 1    Statistics describing different characteristics of 3D structures observed at Wanganui. 
 Wavelength (A) refers to the longshore length of a 3D structure, regularity or  
 rhymicity (B) requires similar wavelengths and similar amplitudes of multiple 3D  
 structures which occur along the same barline, and (C) orientation refers to the  
 direction of the axis of a 3D structure. 
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Table 2 T-values comparing wave heights corresponding with changes to different 

configuration classes, i.e. for data depicted in Fig 12.  The boldly underlined values 
identify a significant difference at the 5% level (p<0.05), while the thinly 
underlined values identify a significant difference at the 10% level (p<0.1).  
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Table 3 Summary table comparing the characteristics of the Short and Aagaard  
 (1993) model with Wanganui morphology and wave data. 
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Figure 1      Location map of the Wanganui study site. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2  
An example of a panorama of 4 time-exposure photographs (above), and the 
corresponding rectified and merged images (below).  Such an output image provides 
an analogue of surf zone morphology, with high intensity areas representing elevated 
features such as sand-bars, and the intermediate areas of low intensity representing rip 
channels and longshore troughs.  Two hundred metre wide segments of rectified 
image have been retained at the longshore margins of the 500 m long study site to 
assist in the interpretation of 3D configurations. 
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Figure 3   
Bar-crest location time-series for the data-set used in this study (A), together with a 
temporally extended time-series (B) which was sampled at monthly intervals. This 
latter series is included to illustrate how the shorter data-set (A) fits within the longer-
term pattern of NOM. 
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Figure 4 
Classification scheme of morphological configurations used in this study.  Terms are 
described in the text. Type C and E were subsequently combined  leaving 4 classes, 
examples of which are shown in Fig 5. 
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Figure 5 
Examples of morphologies corresponding to the configuration classes derived in Fig 4.  
The continuous black lines (referred to as barlines in the text) denote bar-crests for the 
pronounced types of configuration, i.e. transverse, undulating and linear. 
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Figure 6 
Comparison between configurations used in other (key) studies, with the classes 
derived in Fig 4 for use in the present study. 
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Figure 7 
Bar-crest time-series of cross-shore locations (from dune-toe) for the 5 bars observed 
during the study period (A).  The corresponding morphological configurations, in 
terms of the modal class for each sample, are shown in B (bar 1) to F (bar 5). 
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Figure 8 
Histograms depicting the cross-shore distribution for each type of configuration class. 
Arrows locate the mean cross-shore distance for each class with the exception of the 
bimodally distributed subdued configurations, in this case means for both populations 
are marked.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 9 
Configuration class frequencies (percentages) for inner, middle and  outer bars. 
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Figure 10   
Mean and standard deviations of configuration class residence times for outer (A),  
middle (B) and inner (C) bars. 
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Figure 11 
Plots of cross-shore bar migration versus maximum inter-survey wave height for inner 
(A) and middle (B) bars.  Positive cross-shore bar migrations refer to seaward directed 
movements, while negative values refer to landward bar movements.  A linear model 
has been fitted to each set of data-points and analysis statistics (described in the text) 
are also shown. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 12 
Mean wave height associated with changes to each configuration class for inner and 
middle bars.  Vertical error bars represent one standard deviation about the mean.  
The number of changes (N) to each configuration class are also shown. The method of 
determining wave height values is detailed in the text. 
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Figure 13     
Mean wave height during inter-survey periods when no change in configuration class 
occurred for the inner bar.  Vertical error bars represent one standard deviation about 
the mean.  The number of samples (N) when no change occurred are also shown. The 
method of determining wave height values is detailed in the text.   
 
 
 
 

 
  
Figure 14  
 Mean tidal range associated with changes to each configuration class for the inner bar.  
Vertical error bars represent one standard deviation about the mean.  The number of 
changes (N) to each class are also shown.  The method for determining tidal range 
values is detailed in the text.    
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